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BOUNDED ENERGY-FINITE SOLUTIONS OF Ju = Pu

ON A RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLD

Y.K. KWON, L. SARIO, AND J. SCHIFF

Introduction

1. The classification of Riemann surfaces with respect to the equation

Δu = Pu (P^O, PΞ£ 0) was initiated by Ozawa [13] and further developed by

L. Myrberg [8,9], Royden [14], Nakai [10,11], Sario-Nakai [15], Nakai-Sario

[12], Glasner-Katz [3], and Kwon-Sario [7].

The objective of the present paper is to establish properties of bounded

energy finite solutions of Δu = Pu in terms of the P-harmonic boundary of a

Riemannian manifold R. The occurrence of the P-singular point (Nakai-

Sario [12]), at which all functions in the P-algebra vanish, necessitates deli-

cate new arguments.

The P-algebra MP(R) is not, in general, uniformly dense in the space

B{Rf) of bounded continuous functions on the P-compactification R$. How-

ever, we shall prove the following Urysohn-type theorem. Let Ko, Kλ be

any disjoint compact subsets of R% with the P-singular point seϋΓ0 Then

there exists a function f^MP(R) such that 0 ^ / ^ l on R% and f\Ki= i

(i = 0,1).

Although the standard maximum-minimum principle does not hold, the

following modification can be established. Let u be P-superharmonic and

bounded from below on a Riemannian manifold R such that lim inf u ;> 0

at the P-harmonic boundary ΔP. Then M ^ O on i?. As a consequence,

\u\ ̂ l i m s u p J p | ^ | for every bounded P-harmonic function u on R.

This maximum princip'e together with the orthogonal decomposition

enables us to prove the existence of a positive linear operator

π:Bs{ΔP)-+PB{R)
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such that

s u p [τr(jf; | < m a x \f\
R AP

for all f<=Bs(ΔP). Here BS(ΔP) is the space of bounded continuous functions

on ΔP which vanish at the P-singular point s, and PB(R) is the space of

bounded P-harmonic functions on R.

For functions π{f) we deduce the following integral representation.

There exist, for a fixed xo^R9 a regular Borel measure μ on ΔP and a

nonnegative measurable KP{%, t) on ΔP such that

*(/)(*)=( fti>)KP(x,p)dμ(j>)
J Δp

on R for all f^Bs{ΔP) and Kpixo,?)) = 1 on ΔP. Here μ is unique up to a

Dirac measure β with δ{ΔP — s) = 0. Consequently u<=PBE{R) if and only if

on J? for some f^MP(R). In this case u = f on ΔP.

§1. P-algebra MP(/?)

2. On a connected, separable, oriented, smooth Riemannian manifold

R of dimension iV, consider the P-algebra MP{R) of bounded Tonelli functions

/ with finite energy integrals,

Here P (^ 0) is a fixed nonnegative continuous function on R, (gif) the

inverse of the matrix (g^) of the fundamental metric tensor of R, x = (a;1,

• ,xN) a local coordinate system, and dV = *1 the volume element of R

(cf. Nakai-Sario [12] and Kwon-Sario [7]).

We endow MP{R) with the norm

11/11 = sup I/I + ̂ DR{f) + \PPdV

where DR{f) = I df Λ *d/ is the Dirichlet integral of / over R.

We first show that the P-algebra MP(R) with norm \\ || is a Banach algebra,

closed under the lattice operations f\Jg— max(/, g) and fθg= min(/, g).
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BOUNDED ENERGY-FINITE SOLUTIONS OF Jϋ — PU 97

The latter property is obvious by the definition of MP{R). To establish

the former property choose a || ||-Cauchy sequence {fn} in MP(R). Let /

be a bounded continuous function on R with sup β | / — fn\ ->0. In view of

the ^^-completeness of the Royden algebra M(R) (cf. Sario-Nakai [15] and

Chang-Sario [1]) we have

f<=M(R) and /)*(/-/ f t )-> 0.

Since the sequence {fn} is || ||-Cauchy, the sequence of integrals

\ PfldV is, by the Schwarz inequality, a Cauchy sequence of real numbers,

and consequently

lim ί PfldV = d < oo .
n—>oo JR

Again by the Schwarz inequality

lim ( PfnfmdV=d,

and therefore by Fatou's lemma

\P(f- /»)W = ( lim P(fM - / J 2 dV ^ lim ( P(fm ~ fn)*dV
<JR OR m-+oo f M _ > o o J i 2

P(fm- / J W < rf-21im ( Pf*f»dV+ \ PfldV.
m~+oo OR

On letting n->ω we obtain limw-+oo ί P{f — fnfdV = 0. Thus f<=Mp(R) and

l l / - / J | - > 0 . Since ||/flr|| ^ | | / | | Hflfil for f,g^MP{R), the proof is complete.

3. Next we prove that every function in the P-algebra can be || ||-

approximated by smooth functions in it: Given any f<=MP(R) and ε > 0 there

exists a function f ε ^ C e o { R ) n M P { R ) such that \\f — fε\\ < ε .

Set | ίc | 2 = Σf(#') 2 and consider first a function / with compact support

in a ball V \ |# |<l/2, with V: \x\<l a parametric ball. Choose a sequence

{fn} in C°°(R)nM(R) such that / n = 0 on /? - V, s u p Λ | / - / n | - > 0 and

^Λ(/ — fn) -> 0 (cf. Sario-Nakai [15] and Chang-Sario [1]). It is easily seen

that

R) a n d \\f - fn\\ ->0.

For the general case consider a locally finite open covering of R by

parametric balls [Vn: \x\<l}. Take a partition of unity {^nl such that

φn*ΞCr{R\ ^ = 0 o n Λ - V ί , and ΣnΨn = 1 on R.
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Since fφn&MP(R) and fφn = 0 on R — Vή we can find a function

fn€=CT(R)ΓίMP{R) such that / n = 0 on R-Vn and \\fφn - / n | | < ε/2Λ. Let

/.=Σ5/». Then/eeC~(7?), | | /-/ β | | -£ΣEII/P»--/»ll<s, and fe<=C~(R)nMP(R).

§ 2. Subalgebra MPΔ

4. Set / = BE-\ιmnfn on R if {fn} is uniformly bounded on R, con-

verges to / uniformly on compact subsets, and EB(f — fn) -¥ 0. Let MP0{R)

be the family of functions in MP(R) which have compact supports in R, and

MPά{R) the family of ££-limits / of sequences {fn} in MP0(R).

By an argument similar to that in No. 2, it can be shown that MP(R)

is complete in the .RE-topology. We shall prove: The family MPΔ{R) is complete

in the BE-topology and is an ideal of MP{R).

For the proof consider a J3£-Cauchy sequence {fn} in MPΔ(R) and let

/ be its i^-limit in MP{R). For each n choose a sequence [fnm\ in MP0{R)

such that fn = BE-\immfnm on R.

Let {Rn} be a regular exhaustion of R. We may assume that

sup \fn - fnm\ < -~ and ER(fn - fnn) < ~~

for all m;>l and n^l. Upon truncating the fnm, if necessary, by the

uniform bound of {fn}, we may assume that the sequence {fnm} is uniformly

bounded. Since fnn^MP0{R) it suffices to prove that / = CE-\Ίmnfnn on R.

Now,

JL _L -L
&R\J — Jnn) ^&R{J—Jn) ΊΓ &R{Jn ~ J nn)

<ER(f-fn)~r + ^-^0.

For a compact set K of R choose k so large that KcRk. Then for n

fn-fnn\

and we have / = BE-\imnfnn as desired.

The rest of the proof is obvious.

§ 3. P-compactification

5. By means of the P-algebra MP{R) we can construct a compactifica-

tion Rf of R (cf. e.g. Constantinescu-Cornea [2] and Kwon-Sario [7]) with
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BOUNDED ENERGY-FINITE SOLUTIONS OF Δϋ — PU 991

the following properties:

(i) R% is a compact Hausdorff space and contains R as an open dense

subset.

(ii) Every f^MP{R) has a continuous extension to R%.

(iii) MP(R) separates points of Rf.

The space R$ is unique up to homeomorphisms which fix R elementwise.

We shall refer to R* as the P-compactification, and to ΓP = R% — R as the P-

boundary of R (Nakai-Sario [12]).

A point s^R* is called a P-singular point if f(s) = 0 for all f<=MP{R)

(loc. cit.). It exists and is unique if and only if I PdV — oo. It can be

given a complete characterization (Kwon-Sario [7]): s^R% is P-singular if

and only if for every neighborhood U of s in R% \ PdV = oo.

Points of R% which are not P-singular will be called P-regular.

6. We turn to the question of the Urysohn property on R*. First we

prove:

LEMMA. Let K be a compact subset of the P-compactification Rf, and N an

open neighborhood of K in R$. Then there exists a Dirichlet-finite Tonelli function

f on R such that f is continuously extendable to R$, 0 < / ^ l on R% f\K= 1,.

and / = 0 on R*P-N.

Proof Let MP(R) be the family of Dirichlet-finite bounded Tonelli

functions on R with continuous extensions to Rf. Obviously ΛfP(i?) is a

subalgebra of B(Rf), contains the constants, and is closed under fug and

fng.

Since MP{R)dJ\ίP{R), the Stone-Weierstrass theorem is applicable and

we conclude that MP{R) is uniformly dense in B{Rf).

Choose an open set U in R% with KaUczϋciN, and a function g<^B(R%)

such that -l^g^2 on R% g\K = 2, and g\Rf-U=—l. By the above

argument there exists a function h&MP(R) such that \g— h\ <l on Rf.

Then / = (h U 0) Π1 has the required properties.

7. The occurrence of the P-singular point s entails that the Urysoha

property is only valid in the following modified form:
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100 Y.K. KWON, L. SARIO, AND J. SCHIFF

THEOREM. For disjoint compact subsets Ko and Kx of Rf such that Ko con-

tains the P-singular point s, there exists a function f^MP{R) such that

on R* and f\Kt= i (i = 0,1).

Proof Since every x^Kx is P-regular there exists an open set Nx in

R* such that xtΞNxf K0nNx=φ9 and [ PdV < oo. By virtue of the
JNxnR

compactness of Kx we can choose a finite set [xu ,#nJcϋΓ1 such that

Kx<zN= U?i\ς, NΓ\K0=φ, and f PdV<™.

By the above lemma there exists a function /eiβΓp(i?) such that 0 ^ / ^ l

on R% f\K, = 1, and f[R* - N= 0. Then ER(f)^DR{f) + ί P J F < oo and
JNnR

f has the desired property.

§4. P-superharmonic functions

8. A function υ on R is called P-superharmonic if

(i) v is lower semicontinuous on i?, - o o < y < o o ) y^oo on i?,

(ii) for any parametric ball V,

v{x) ^ — \ v(y)*dgv{y, x)
hv

on V, where gv{y, x) is the P-harmonic Green's function on V with pole x.

A function υ is P-subharmonic if — # is P-superharmonic.

Let Ω be a regular subregion of i\? and υ a C2-function on Ω. We

shall make use of the following basic property of P-harmonic and P-super-

harmonic functions (Nakai [11]): If Δυ ̂ LPυ on Ω, then v dominates any P-

harmonic function u on Ω, continuous on Ω with u\dΩ^v\dΩ, that is, υ is P-

superharmonic on Ω.

For the proof set w — υ — u on Ω. Then Δw^Pw on Ω and w\dΩ"^.O.

Let Ωo be a component of the open set [x^Ω\w{x) < 0}. Since w is super-

harmonic on Ωo, we have

0 > w{x) ̂  inf w = min w — 0,

which implies that Ωo= φ, hence w^.0 on Ω as desired.

We also have at once: If a sequence {#J of continuous P-superharmonic

Junctions on R converges to a function v uniformly on compact subsets, then υ is also

P-superharmonic.
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§5. P-harmonic projection

9. Next we shall establish the orthogonal decomposition theorem which

plays an important role in our discussion (cf. Nakai-Sario [12]): Every f^MP{R)

possesses the following properties:

(i) / has the unique decomposition f = u + g, u<=PBE(R), g(=MPΔ(R).

(ii) E(f) = E(u) + E(g).

(iii) If f^.0, then u^.0.

(iv) If f is P-superharmonic (resp. P-sub harmonic), then u^Lf (resp. u>f).

For the sake of completeness we shall sketch the proof. Take a regular

exhaustion {Rn} of R and let u%, (resp. uZ) be the continuous function on R

which is P-harmonic on Rn with ul\R — Rn = f+ (resp. ul\R — Rn = / " ) .

Since O^ui^svuρR\f\ and 0 ^ ^ ; ^ s u p β | / | on R, we may assume that both

{Un} and {un} converge to u+ and u~, say3 uniformly on compact subsets of

R (cf. Royden [14]). Since these sequences are E-Cauchy, we have

u+ = BE-\Ίm Un, u~ — BE-Yπs\ uΰ
n n

on R and u+, u'^PBE(R).

Set u= u+ - U~EΞPBE(R) and g= f - u^MPΔ{R). Then / = u + g is the

desired decomposition. Its uniqueness and property (ii) are immediate con-

sequences of the energy principle (cf. Royden [14]).

If / ; > 0 then ^ = 0 and hence u~^=0 on R. Consequently u = u+—u~ =

u+^>0 as asserted. If / is P-superhamonic on R then un^Lf since un = /

on R — Rn. Therefore

The function u is called the P-harmonic projection of / .

§ 6. P-harmonic boundary

10. The set ΔP = {x^Rf\f(x) = 0 for all f^MPΔ{R)} is a compact subset

of ΓP9 called the P-harmonic boundary of R (Nakai-Sario [12]). If ΔP — φ, it

is easily seen that lεMP J(i?) and hence MPΔ{R) = MP{R).

The following two properties of ΔP are fundamental (cf. Kwon-Sario

[6,7]):

(i) MPAR) = {feMP{R)\f = 0 on ΔP\.

(ii) If uePBE(R) and u\JPs=0, then w = 0 on R.
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11. We are now ready to establish the existence of an Evans P-super-

harmonic function on R. It brings forth the P-harmonically negligible

nature of the set ΓP — ΔP.

THEOREM. Let F be a nonempty compact subset of ΓP — ΔP. Then there

exists a nonnegatiυe continuous P-superharmonic function v on R such that v \ ΔP = 0,

v\F= oo, and ER{υ) < oo.

Proof There exists a compact subset K of Rf such that K=Kf)R,

KΠΔP= φ, d(KΠR) is smooth, and F is contained in the interior K° of K.

Choose a function f<=MP{R) such that 0 < / < l o n R, f\K=l9 and/ | J P ==0.

For a fixed regular exhaustion {Rn\ of R set Kn - K — Rn.

Construct continuous functions unm on R such that unm—f on R—(Rm—Kn)

and uniΛGP(Rm — Kn). Since {unm} is JJ-Cauchy for each fixed n, and

l, we may assume that {unm\ is ^E-Cauchy for each n. Let

iiwί»». Then unt=PBE(R - /fn), 0 ^ «Λ ^ 1, and un\Kn = 1.

Let gn = BE-\imm{f - unm) on i?. Since ^ e MPΔ(R\ gn\ΔP = 0. Thus

Mft = / = 0 o n J P and un^PBE(R — Kn)ΠMPJ(R). It is not difficult to see

that the sequence {&Λ} has a Z?2s-convergent subsequence, again denoted by

{un}. Let u=BE-\imnun on 7?. Since u<=PBE(R)nMPJ{R), w = 0 on i?.

For a fixed point α^ei?, we can choose a subsequence, say again {un\,

such that

aΛ(tfo)<2-Λ, ER(un)<2~n.

Let t;TO = Σ^^ί and v = ΣaWi Then £Λ(t; — t J - > 0 . By Harnack's inequality

{vm} converges to v uniformly on compact subsets of R, and v is a con-

tinuous P-superharmonic function on R.

The remainder of the proof is obvious.

12. We claim:

THEOREM. Suppose u is P-superharmonic (resp. P-subharmonic), bounded from

below (resp. above) on R, and satisfies

lim inf u{x) ̂ . 0 (resp. lim sup u{x) ̂  0)

for every p e J P . 7%^ w^O {resp. u<0) on R.
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Proof. It suffices to consider the case in which u is P-superharmonic

on R. For each n^l the set

Fn = fp<=Γp|lim inf u(x) ̂  — — 1

is compact and FnΠΔP = φ. Let t;π be Evans' P-superharmonic function

corresponding to Fn. Then

lim inf (u + evn) (x) > — —

for all ε > 0 and p^ΓP. Since « + εvΛ is P-superharmonic and bounded

from below on R we have

u-\-εvn> - - ~

on /?. On letting ε->0 and then w->oo we obtain the desired conclusion.

13. We are now able to prove:

THEOREM. If u^PB(R), then

\u\ ^ s u p lim s u p \u[x)\

on R.

Proof Set M= supp e J plim sup^^ χξΞR\u{x)\ < oo. Then M—w is P-

superharmonic on i? and has the property

inf lim inf (M-

Therefore M - w ^ O o n i ? . By considering —u we similarly obtain

14. We turn to the problem of determining the dimension of the vector

space PBE(R) in terms of the P-harmonic boundary ΔP. Note that ΔP here

is different from that in Kwon-Sario [7], where it was defined as a quotient

space of the Royden harmonic boundary Δ. In the present case the P-

singular point always lies on ΔP.

PROPOSITION. The dimension of the space PBE(R) of bounded energy finite P-

harmonic functions on R is equal to the cardinality of the set ΔP — s in the sense

that either both are infinite, or finite and equal.
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The proof is the same as in Kwon-Sario [7].

§7. Type problem

15. For a regular exhaustion {Rn} of R we consider continuous func-

tions en on R such that en^P{Rn) and en= 1 on R — Rn. Since 0<en+p^

en-^l on R, the sequence {en} converges to a P-harmonic function e, uni-

formly on compact subsets of R. The function e is called the elliptic measure

of the ideal boundary of R (Royden [14]). It is known (loc. cit.) that the

vanishing of e on R is independent of the choice of the exhaustion. We

shall denote by Oe the class of pairs (R,P) for which ^ Ξ O ,

The class Oe has the following relation to the P-harmonic boundary:

THEOREM. IfΔP = φ, then (R,P)^Oe. Conversely if (R,P)^Oe, then either

ΔP — φ or ΔP— {s}.

Proof. If ΔP = φ, 1^MPΔ{R) and hence 1 = BE-\imnfn on R of a se-

quence {fn} in MP0(R). The elliptic measure e has a finite energy integral

in this case and e- BE-\\mΛefn on R in view of I PdV<°°. Thus

ER(e) = lim ER(efn, e) = 0
n-»oo

by virtue of the energy principle. We conclude that βΞ=0 and (R,P)^Oe.

Conversely if (R,P)^Oe, then dimPBE(R) = 0 since \u\^e sup^l^l for each

u<=PBE(R). A fortiori either ΔP = φ or ΔP = {s}.

16. Consider the sequence {wn} of continuous functions wn on R such

that wn e P(/?Λ — Λo), wjϊ?o = 1, and wn\R — Rn = 0. Then w = B-\\mnwn

exists on /? and w^PB{R — j?0).

COROLLARY 1. If mfRw>0, then {R,P)<=Oe.

Proof I n view of

ER(wn+p — wn, wn+p) = ERn^-Ro{wn+p — wn, wn+p) = 0,

we conclude that w = BE-\imnwn and weMPJ(R). Therefore in f^ > 0 implies

that ΔP=φ and (R,P)zΞθe.

COROLLARY 2 (Ozawa [13]). 4̂ Riemannian manifold R is parabolic if

and only if inΐRw > 0 for some density P on R.
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§8. Dirίchlet problem

17. Let B{Rf) be the space of bounded continuous functions on Rf and

Bs(Rp) the spare of functions in B(Rf) which vanish at the P-singular point

s. In view of the construction of Rf, the P-algebra MP{R) is a subalgebra

of B{R$). It is natural to ask what is the uniform closure of MP{R) in the

space B(R$).

We maintain:

THEOREM. With respect to the sup-norm topology, the P-algebra MP(R) is

dense in BS{R$) or B{Rf) according as there does or does not exist a P-singular point

s.

Proof. The uniform closure MP(R) of MP{R) is a closed subalgebra of

B{Rf) and separates points in the compact Hausdorff space R% Hence

MP{R) is either B(R%) or Bx{Rf) for some x^R% (see e.g. Hewitt-Stromberg

[4, p. 98]), as asserted.

18. Let BS{ΔP) and B(ΔP) be the families of functions on ΔP defined as

above. If there exists no P-singular point s we understand that BS(ΔP)=B{ΔP)

and B,(R$) = B(R*).

THEOREM. There exists a positive linear mapping π: BS{ΔP)-^PB{R) such that

supΛl*r(/)| < m a x J p | / | for all f<=Bs{ΔP).

Proof By Tietze's extension theorem every f^Bs(ΔP) has a continuous

extension / to Rf with

max |/ | = max |/ | .

Choose fnt=MP{R) such that max^*]/ — fn\ < 1/n, and let un be the P-har-

monic projection of fn on R (cf. No. 9). Then

sup\un-um\ = max\un-um\ < - L + l
JR Δp Tl JΪl

Thus there exists a function u^PB(R) such that supR\u — un\ ->0 as w->oo.

Set π(f) = u. Since π(f) = / on ΔP and π{f)^PB{R) the mapping

π:Bs(ΔP)-+PB{R) is well-defined. Theorem 13 yields

sup jτr(/)| :<sup lim sup \π(f) (x)\ = max | / |
i? pejp aj-̂ p, rei? J P
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106 Y.K. KWON, L. SARIO, AND J. SCHIFF

as required. The positiveness and linearity of π follow immediately from

Theorem 12 and No. 9.

§ 9. Integral representation

19. For a fixed point x&R consider the functional Lx on Bg(ΔP) defined

by Lx{f) = π(/) (x). Clearly Lx belongs to the class BS(ΔP)* of bounded linear

functionals on BS(ΔP). By the Hahn-Banach theorem we may extend Lx to

an element of B{ΔP)*. Thus the restriction mapping φ: B(ΔP)* -> Bg(ΔP)* is

a surjective homomorphism with kernel

^ ( 0 ) = {L<=B(JP)*\L(f) = 0 for all f^Bg(ΔP)}.

Hence we have a canonical isomorphism

B{ΔP)*lφ-\0) £ Bg(ΔP)*.

We are ready to state:

THEOREM. TO each x&R there corresponds a regular Borel measure μx on ΔP

such that

π(f) (x) = \Apf(p)dμx(φ)

for all f^Bg(ΔP). The measure μx is unique up to a Dirac measure δx with

δx{ΔP - s) = 0.

The measure μx is called the P-harmonic measure with center x.

Proof We have seen that

Lx = U + U

for some LUL2&B{ΔP)* with L2{f) = 0 for all f<=Bg{ΔP). By the Riesz repre-

sentation theorem there exist regular (signed) Borel measures μx, δx on ΔP

such that

LJJ) = ( / dμX9 L2(f) = ( f dδx

for all f^B(ΔP), Thus we have

£»(/) = ( f dμa+\ f dδx=\ f dμx
JΔp JΔP JΔP

for all f^Bg(ΔP). Since Lx is a positive functional, /^ is a measure on J P ,

unique up to a Dirac measure δx with 3^JP — s) = 0.
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20. Let μ = μXo be the P-harmonic measure centered at a fixed point

THEOREM. There exists a function Kp{x, p) on R x ΔP with the following

properties:

(i) Kp(x,p) is a Borel measurable function on ΔP for each x&R, nonnegative

μ-a.e. on ΔP, and KP{xθ9 p) = 1 on ΔP,

(ii) for any f&Bs(ΔP) and x^R,

\ f(v)dμx(p)=\ f(p)KP(x,p)dμ(p),
*) ΔP ύΔp

(iii) Kp{x,p) is essentially bounded on ΔP, uniformly on every compact subset

of R,

(iv) KP{x,p) is uniquely determined μ-a.e. on ΔP.

The proof of the theorem is essentially the same as in the case P Ξ O

(cf. Kwon-Sario [6]).

COROLLARY 1. A function u belongs to the vector space PBE(R) if and only

if

= ( f(p)KP(X,p)dμ(p)
<JΔP

on R for some f^MP(R). In this case u?=f on ΔP.

COROLLARY 2. Let u,v&PBE{R). Then the least P-harmonic major ant u\Jυ

and the greatest P-harmonic minorant u A v exist and have the expressions

(u V t;) (x) = ( (uϋv) (p)KP(x, p)dμ(p),
JΔp

{n Λ v) (x) = f {uΠv) {p)Kp{x,p)dμ{p)

on R.
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